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EDITORIALs "Another-Network?" 
NUFON has had its share of 

.
problems in 1979,with the departure

. 
of ·two �ctive 

groups (FUFOR & MAPIT) for cbscure reasons.However,I r'eel it still fulfills a 
distinctive and unique role in UK ufology - acting as a bridge that links groups: : 
t�gether and provides a community within which they. can_participate without. 
sacrificing their individual indepcndance. The loose-knit structure �hich lrrJFON 
has developed to preserve this freedom has had both advantages and disadvantages� 

One aim has always been a British Network system, but attempts to set �p. a . _: 
.

. :�. 
eounterp�rt SUFON have failed clismally (and the latest effort by WATSUP membeJ� · 
Jehn Makin whilst not dead appears dormant) .In the face of this I now hear Hord : . 

of moves to set up a 'British UFO Group Network', involving our ex-p§-triots FU!?C.L-, · 
plus several respected southern groups (including UFO INFO in Warminster � SICf.S;� t, � 
in Worcester rtnd UFO INTERNATIONAL in Bristol) So far relatively little ini'c ·· 
rmation has reached me, but a meeting is planned for mid-September I _.<�athe_r,, .. 

8learly the idea is valid - amd is just what NUFON has aimed. towards all thesG 
years.Yet the schemeseems to be developing 'apart from' NUFON - which is a 

.
pi��t:}<.

begging as it does the question of whether the intention is to produce an ;-\lt·� 
ernati ve or rival to us. Surely the last thing ufology Reed,s now is another·: totaiJ.�.
distincti ve, body to add to the alreu,dy overcr.owded ranks of UFO systems ·in BT�:tcd:.n, 

What seems oddest to me is that such a first rate idea is developing i�1 s,_-: �! 
comparative secrecy.NUFON has 18 groups presently associated and yet,so f�r as �: 
can discover,nobody knows anything about this 'Network' .I would presume that -t/.L 
only fair rtnd logical method of planning and creating such a system would be t.8" 
convene (at a central point such ns the �1idlands) a meeting where every acti �\-e · 
UK group was invited to send representi ti ves.Naturally many groupS are epheme·cl::aJ: 
and the support would be n·othing like unanimous, but at least the attendanc0 
would be representative of active British group ufology. 

Now it may be that th1.s will transpire once the instigators of this ideo. 
decide to come into the open with their. plans.It simply remains a problem to 
define the NUFCJN (and associate Midlands Network) role in all this;.s.inc0 . .-i t -· -·· 
seems that at present we are not to be ·involved in any discussions concerning . . .. · . 
the scheme.I trust the organisers would appreciate the efficacy of organis�tion 
on a regional basis (indeed talks of further sub-sections within NUFON - such as 
a North Eastern network - have occurred).This,co_mbined with overall cohesion.. 
into a British Network would be of great advantage. 

Bearing all this in mind I think it true to say thn.t NU?ON_ could fit into 
any embryonic national scheme provided both sides ·reatlise that flexibility -vri� :: . . . 
be called for.I am sure that those involved with NUFON administration,and .. t.Lt;? . · .... � 
administration of NUFON groups would b.e

. 
preparccl'"·to accomoclate,and welcome2·;��}1cs��. 

plans provided they are moves towards liaison a:nd cooperation (such. as NUFQN 
has served to try to promote) and not diversification and competi tion.In sucli .�_:;.. __ . 
case this could prove ·a most exciting development in UK ufology_� . 

(Terry Hooper of UFO INT,:a!RN.hTIONAL would be interested in any views on thE? dev
elopment of this 'network' ,if yqu ·can give them him before mid September:-
63 Nalvern Drive, North Common, ·warmley, Bristol, Avon. · 

------------�--------------------------------------------���--�--��---------- � 

So far NO articles on the theme 'UFO Research - Whaitshould we do7' have been 
receive�(in contrast to 8 articles o� the la�t theme).Come on you serious 
ufologists out there get thinking.Copy for the October issue should be in �� 
September 25. Surely some of you have some ideas� 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------·-· �- � · -



t!�!!�-!1�YI�� a 
11 CHRYSIS have recently been assisting with a TV series on UFOs,entitled -
"Summer Skywatch",Unfor}'.unately (or fc.brtunately?) this was cut short by the TTV 
strike,CHRYSIS were riot bery impressed by the format,which apparantly concentrated 
too heavily on the extraterrestrial hypothesis,That,sadly,is the way of the media., 
IC MUFORA,meantime,have been getting some local publicity too- tieing in with. 
the publication of the book "UFOs: A British Viewpoint" by Jenny· Rarid1e·s· ·& Pe�'3-. 
Wa�rington. 
:a CUFORO (one of the participants in the East fVIidland mini-network) advise ,: 
change of address.They �ay now be contacted as follows:-
Mark Brown 18 York Place, Agar Nook, Coalville, Leicestershire 
1·1 Another Nidland address change to note,Kevin NcClure,UFOIN coordinator cf 
the UAPP.OL team,now is at:-
8 Scotland Rd, Little Bowden, Market Harborough, Leics (Tela M,H. 31087) 
Kevin,incidentally,is involved with a working party that has been set up by the 
Society for Psychical Research working with the committee of BUFORA on 'psychi!"'! 
overlap' cases,providing parapsychologists as support on UFO investigationso 
: : Although it occurred some time ,ago I have just been ad vi sed of the de a Je-�1 ') .· . 
Ufologist Dave Gittens.Older NUFON participants will recall Dave and his Che:::;l �:.c.- · · 
group NAPRA, which was one of the founder participants of the network�.Paul La:L�.i-:.".:_·:· 
who took over all the files is now joining forces with Merseyside group r�1ICAP, 
-- ... ------------------------------------------...;, __________________ ._. ____ .._. __ .,.,..,_r ·�"'"- " •-, • 
��!,'g§!!_ll.�Q-�<l�g�§ __ - Checklist,September 1979 

FSR (West Malling, Naidstone, Kent) Bi-monthly 32pp glossy li.tho £4r.85:v� 
M'UFOB (64 Alric Ave, .New Malden, Surrey, 1IT3 4JW) Quarterly,16pp litho£1:-?5FJ. 
FORTEAN TIMES (DTWAGE,9-12 St Annes Ct, London W1) Quarterly, 56pp litho 7·5l) 
STRANGE PHENOMENA (19 Oaks Crescent, Chapel Ash,\1/olverhampton,West r-'Iidlanri.s) 

Monthly, 38pp litho 75; · 

The above four represent indep�ndant magazines (one other,CNK,ceases publicat::.c1 
this Winter) FSR features international reports and articles. MUFOB is 
primarily concmed with UFOs as a human experience (ie psychological and 
sociological implications),FORTEAN TIMES continues:summaries and articles o� 
paranormal phenomena in the witty style of Chqrles Fort·. STRANGE PHENOI1ER� 
combines UFOs,other paranormal phenomena and psychic aspects togethero 
MAGIC SAUCER (8 Ely Close,Habberley Estate,Kidderminster,Worcs) Duplicated 28, _. 

bi-monthly 25p 
UFO RESEARCH REVIEW ( 443 Headow Lane ,Nottingham NG2 3GB) Litho, bi-monthly £1 � · .. 1 IRISH UFO N�WS (19 Cairnshill Ave, Belfast,N.Ireland BT8 4NR) Quarterly litho 

-

32pp ,.£3o 00 pa 
The above are general magazines of excelle'nt standard,HAGIC SAUCER ·is wri tter. 
especially for 'young Uf�logists' ,with contributions from leading workers UFQ 
RESEJ�CH REVIEW covers the nuts & bolts practicalities of UFO investigationo 

CHRYSIS (48 Britannia Place,Damanstown,Cleveland) bl�monthly photocopied 
SKYWATCH (MAPIT 92 Hillcrest Rd,Stockport,Cheshire) bi-monthly duplicated 
UFO INSIGHT (FUFOR 2 Acer Ave, Crewe,Cheshire ) quarterly duplicated 
PROTEUS (UFOSIS 92 Hardware St West Bromwich) quarterly duplicated 
QU:d;ST (UFOI 160 Courtney Rd, Bristol BS15 2RN) 20pp ·duplicated bi-monthJ.; 
ESSEX UFO.SG, JOURNAL (16 Raydons Rd,D::tgenham,Essex) J4pp quarterly du;plic::-i:>' 1 · .: . 

The above are group magazines, There are one or two others, but these are the or . .;._: 

published consistantly,Others tend · to be' sporadic�Q9.$tings ·are .. ava-ila-ble ·fr::;· · · · 
individual groups, BUFORJ� and CONTJ�CT,the .. two .. ri.ational associations;publish 
their own magazines (bi-monthly litho and quarterly duplicated respectively� 
These are only available to members,however. -, ; r·, � � 
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�Q��INm-�Q��=�� 
FSR Vol 25 No 2 features the Denbigh CE1 on the cover,a CHRYSIS invest

igation and a new ��H based theory. BUFORA JOURNAL (June 79) usual news and 
reports plus LINCON preview. CNK Jun/Jul 79 origins of man,anti-gravity,plys 
UFO stories MAGIC SAUCER Jun/Jul 79 articles and reports fr0m the midlands. 
QUEST Jun/Jul 79 Full report on the Lowestoft CEJ,cases fr�m USA and France� 
---------�--�-----��---��--�--�------------------------------------------·-

NEW BOOKSa 
"The UFONJ\UTS" Hans Holzer Panther Paperbacks 95p 1979 
A new look at old favourite CEJ cases,There is alm�st no new material.in the 
book,despite repeated premisses that it is not going to just be a rehashoit h�s 
some remarkable statements in it,such as ' these spacecraft are piloted by intell
igent beings' ,but pr�vides no justification for most of them,Great stuff if you 
like reading classic UFO stories,but there 's not much else in it. 
"LIFETIDE" Lyall Wa tson Hodder & Stoughton Hard back 1979 

The fourth in Dr Watson's series of looks at paranormal phenomena,but this one 
features his views and theories about UFOs, He very much favours the Vallee 
viewpoint,and argues that UFOs (along with ghosts and many other similar phen
omena) are produced by the subconscious (the ' Lifetide' as hee calls it) 
"The UNI!lVITED" Clive Harold Star Paperbacks 1979 

The South Wales escapades of contactee Pauline Coombs and family wtitten.in 
journalistic style a;s a 'mystery story' .Entertaining to read, but totally ui "j:,h-� 
out ufological depth (hardly suprising as the writer is .no u�olo�st)�If you, 
are already familiar with the stories then there will be little riewoPerhaps. 
best to wait for Randall Jones-Pugh's book in October. This promisses more than 
just the stories,but analysis thereof. 
UFOIN team members seem to be getting into the writing habbit.Following Randall 
Jones-Pugh's book 'The Dyfed Enigma' in October,autumn 1980 will bring two more� 
RobJrt Hale will be publishing a book by Jenny Handles and Neville Spearman �ill 
produce a book by Frank Johnson on an amazing CE4 investiga�ion from Oxfordshireu 
_ .... ____________________________________ . ____________________________ ..._ ___ -,_;_ __ ._ ..... __ · .. --···- . 
e�Q�Nm§§_���INQ§ ., • •  A ·proposal by William Hayes of UAPROL 

This appea±s to be a laudable attempt to provide objective assessment of · 
subjective criteria,proposed and applied by UAPROL in their inyestigationsoit 
seems to combine well with other such ideas being utilised at the· moment· · ( eg. 
Investigation Level). The basic proposal is as follows& . . 

Split each case into 'criteria' viz SHAPE, COLOUR, LUNINOsiTY; SIZE, .. SPEED.? 
MANOUEVERABILITY, SOUNDLESS�ESS (or odd sounds?); MODE OF (Dis)PPEARANCE, 
INSTRUMENTATION EFFECTS (eg on a camera),WITNBSS �FFECTS, If a case can:be 
classed as strange within each criteria it is awarded one point (to a maximum 
of 9) This is termed 'the SR (Strangeness rating). Next a factor. known as the WG 
(Witness Groupings) is calculated from the number of independant groups of -
witnesses separately reporting the phenomenon. Finally the witness numbers in __ 
toto,WN,are used. A PROBABILITY RATING OF TH� STRANGENESS can th8n be calculat:_'rl. 
from the multiplication of SR X WG X :WN.The higher the figure _the more probabJ .. e 
the str�ngeness of encounter,For example case. 78-231 (p 4 of August issue) has a 
rating of 5 (the SR) x 1(the WG) x 2 (WN) = 10. (A very simple single witness 
LITS might have a rating as low as 1).However�the Northants car-stop (see p5 of 
same issue).has a rating of 8 (the SR)'x 2 (the WG) x 5 (the ·w:N) � 30 - clearJ.y 
much stranger. 

vlilliam ·Hayes acknowledges that some people might thnmk a: weighting shou��c
be �pplied to some of the criteria (eg witness effects giTBn 2 points etc),but 
it would be interesting to see the comments of groups to what se ems to offer 
premiss of· being a worthwhile addition :to. our s·earch for scientific study of 
the data.Your ideas on this scheme would be. appreciated by Northern UFO News� 
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8@W DEFINITION AC��VITY . • ' :. \ 1 r.- ... .. 

� Date Time Location 
7960 Jul 9 02.00 St Helens,Msyside 
Steadily moving fuzzy bright white light 

; 

Level Investigated Eval 
C . MIGAP .hircraft 

heading NW , Man & Wi:fe··.·w-itness, 
7961 .Jul 11 22 .. 00 Rainhill,Msy_s_i�_e C NIGAP Insuff · 
Fuzzy orange ball seen moving slowly for 3 mins,'SW/tiy. singie-mare-·w1tnes�- ·- · 

.
.... --.·-· · 

7962 Aug 6 23,15 Winsford,Cheshire B UFORA Insurr-··· · --· 
Seven witnesses to W LITS that moved slowly towards NE,changed to deep red. 

7963 i�ug 15 21-,30 Bolton,ci"tr Manchester' B MUFOi�A Lightning · · 
White streak of light seen by two children,W LITS passed from .9�oud to cloudo 
Case 7957 

.
"The Stars that moved" Investigcrtiona Mark & Graham- Bird.sall · 

Witness is 31 yr 'old textile worker Graham Mitchell who ·lives · in Morley,WcYorks�·:· 
Being injured and unable to sleep on his bad back for several weeks he took up 
astr�nomy and watched the sky most nights in early 1979.�a�ly am Jan 5. he saw 
his first UFO.A star suddenly appeared in the sky then droppedseveral -degrees9 
where it hovered for 1 hour. It then ro�e again, J:nvered,fe�l again and mov§d�.4t 
01,40 on Jan 11 he heard a ·noise like a generator,which lasted until 03o10oht · · 
the precise moment it stopped a group of about six stars (that he hcicl ·'plotted'·· 
on a map earlier) burst free and streaked out of sight into various parts of the 
sky. At 19,05 that night a huge dark mass glided over his home,consisting of b·!O. 
orange lights at the ,fore, <1nd mctny white ll:ghts undernea thoHe says· it H9-S -:· · '· 

'dangerously low' (estimates 30 feet). The 'wierdest event occurred Ja:n 26 a.t' 
19.45 ( cf the .Denbigh CE1 in FSR Vol 25 No 2) .A brilliant star he had been watc;�- · ing for some time 'exploded� with white sneamers c�ming from iteThr9ugh his 
binoculars he watched a ' black hole' form in the c.en tre, Four minute� later tha . 
streamers drew inwards and the ho�e was gone. 
By the side of the star,however,were three egg 
sh3.ue·d lights, lar�er than the star and joined · 
together,They descended, hovered for 20 minuUE 
and then moved off towards Batley,The finale 
came on-Feb . . 11 .at dusk,With a friend. walking_?

_ _  \ 1/l. ,, 
� �;:: 
. �. . ' \;::--..., I. 

/ ; l.\ / I , . 

dog they saw two orange lights mid •way up the side of ·Kirkstali .
. 
Power-Statiori·�-··· .. 

After several minutes they desc,ended slightly ,hovered ,and rose again .sl.ovTly . ... _.-__ _ : . . 

vanishing into . the .sky.The investigators found no reason to doubt the sincerity 
of the· witness, but the psychological implication!J of this case are not easy. to _s-:-. :r 
_________________________________ ..:,. ________________________________ .;.. ___ .--�-.,-- .. -.-� .... � 
MEDIUM DEFINITION hCTIVITY 
7344 O�t 06.05 Hazel Grove,Gtr fv1cR B MUFORA Insu.::ff _ 
Witness ,an engineer in his 40 ' s,reported sighting he inade · with 30 Others on .. 
statiori,For five minutes they observed two amber ovals changing shape ·and ·mov� 
ing about in random fashion in a, general area of sky, There was no �oundoSize 
about t full moon. 

· 

78-233 Oct 8 22.30 Bangor,Gwynedd B K. Babbs Insuff 
PC and fiance observed yellow fuzzy oval over i1.nglesey, Moved sloy;ly for 5. mi_ns: 
size of 2p piece at �rms length.Vanished -into thin air.This report seemingly 
cooberates the events described-in case 78-143 (see .also FSR Vol 25 No 1) 
Case 6616 "The Supersonic barrage-'balloon!" . . 

Invest: Mark & Graham .Birdsall 

A young woman driving a opentop car towards a railway bridge at South Stainley9 
North Yorkshire had a strange .encounter. She was trave)..l�ng the Harrogate···Ripun 
road on a sunny, warm evening about 6pm (date unknown, Swillner · 1966) ��I�: top the brldrc 

--�· she saw an 'object that was .like a grey m�ta:i balloo ... � 
/' .. · _.... · - · with flickering lights round the edgeoit bulged Jr 
\::: . · - ·-�. - � / ;:_.,:;

' 

· the centre and spanned the bridge width.It hove��·cG. 
____ ,- ·.:-=-=-=..-\ . _ ___ for 2-? minutes as she and other driver� stopped. �.�..· 

./.I ;-;-r if(:-� watch l t. Then she drove slowly towards l t, and as 

she ca�8 almost right underneath it it shot away at terrific speedoBY the t�mo 
she came out of the other side of the bridge it was nowhere in sighta 
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Cas� 6812 "Another Teenage Witness" Investigation� Martin. Kea·.tman.·_ (UFORA) 
These events t9ok place ori' an unkhown date around November 1968�, tfme 21 o 00 
approx.The location was Trentham,Staffs -close to �he lovely'Trentham Gardenc� 
The wi tness,.now �4, is De bra Ni thsdale.She was coming 
home from a youth club and only a few yards from her -----�� 

house when a loud noi'se, �ot unlike a high pitched or /' il 
whinning jet aircraft eng'ine, began• She looked up at 3. �-:.__,____ l� 
r"'w of trees by her side and hovering directly above �6 ,__, � 
these was a classic UFO shaped object.Height was estimated as 40 feet,with an 
angular dimension of about 1i feet at arms length! (It was extremely close tp 
her side) It seemed tn be mcfd·e of shiny metal with a real diameter of about -::0�' 
feet,The base was flat,with a §hallow hat shaped dome on top.There were no 
Winqews Or protrusions 1 but a row of white lights encircled the bot tom and thE) :-.'J 
flashed on and �ff, in a rotational pattern,qui te fastaAfter watching for abou-�� 
2e seeonds she fled home.At that instant the object shot ·away with tremendous � 

a�celeration to the north east,No .other witnesses came forward and nobody else 
appears to have heard the qoise despite residential surroundings.Debra does 
elaim to have smeJ_ t what she beltiieves· is her dead grandmothers perfume and als:) 
a glass fly through rt window without anyone �ouching it. RCM = 8 ·�1, S 

· 

�-�-�-------------------- -�--------------------------------------------------�-

Case 78-237 "Shape changing sausage at Stone" Inv: :Haryin Keatman (UFORA) ... 
One single witness,a 22 yr old pottery mLLnager,is involved.He was driving i'::-nr� 
Stafford to Stone at 01.30 on '0ctober 7 l978,h.pproaching the Lichfield round.. ·, 

about he spotted a yellow sausage shape at 15 degree elevation ··in ·frontuTh:i.G· --··· 

�--- ------_...., , 0 - .) ·:....> \ 

;'--.:::-·�'"'- .. ::::: . ) 
�(/ f' , ,,,_ , ' \' \ 

# • • I I . I I 
. ,' • ' 'I� : � l � . ' .I, . • . I: 

2nd 
was half the size of the full moon an� had several 
brighter yellow areas on it.These seemed to b�am 
light to the.ground (see Marple Childrens Home caGe . 
in FSR Yol 23 No. 4) As he approached and rounded ·c}w 

. _ ... .,� .: .. ;.. roundabout he kept the ubject in sight - still s·;�a i:.-· 1st ionary in the north- for about 40 seconds .-He tpen ·g.o_c 
out and the 0bject just 'switched off!,but was replaced almost immediately by 
a series of lights at 30 degree elevation.There was a base line of green li§is 
with a red dome on top. The size was similar to thr� original 0 bject c The mass Iim·� 
moved off scuth,climbing Sfowly to � degree elevation,where it levelled off, · 

Some of the red lights went out, and it continued to move �ay silently (there Htls 
no other traffic on the road to bloc:{c the sound) It was in view a.further 4 .. 
minutes.This case must be classified Insufficient Data. RCM= 8 M�S 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------·--- .. - - _4 .. . . 
Gn.se 78-238 "UFO watches fireworks display" Inv: :H�tin Keatman (UFORA) 

. Sightings on November 5th may be .considered dubious because of the prescence 1:·: 
many fireworks,but this account seems to.preciude·an explanation and involves � 
phenomenon plus solid li!;htbeam.It occurred at Wolverhamptons West Nidlands a·� · 

19.05 as two people (a man and woman) were putting a car away and. wa�ching somv 
of the fireworks in the clear night sky,Suddenly they saw a light at 70 degree 
elevation in the SW apd noticed i � was movin� slowl-y ....... -) - -- -·-- - · ..... ; towards them, It was a ball of sol1d light that glowed l�;�/ .j('"X""'YO<:.')L.�� · 

wi t:1 a strange bright pinkness,J�pparant size was like f:.\ · 
' - - ---�· · · .  

that of the full moon and as it passed alm-Jst· directly L -� N ov 5 · Dec 
overhead at an estimated 1000 feet or so th'e·y believe real size was small (they 
think similar to a football). The object ,moved sil�ntly and .smoothly, and ··as i-:� 
approached the witnesses noted a beam of light being · �rojected from the basB
This was a similar colour (possibly a little brigb!ter) and -rotated slowly(T+,, 

. was ··con1cg.l and solid (in the sense that it ,blocked out .tqe sky .bGh�nq i t}c0!1L� 
witness says he looked up into the beam ·at .. one··paint,another- says. she savJ .. it .. 
strike .. the ·ground-. In general it seems .. tq h�ye_ the· typical solid J;.ight mid·�2- ! __ · 
cut ·off. The object moved away· northwards_ and .ciimbed into the· sky, accelerat:�·n(.: 
away very 'fast.Duration was 4 minutes.This fits in remarkably well with. cat,.<:;._ 
78-150 (Dec 78 HUN) where a 'bright red searchlight' was seen at 19o15 at r.:J�:r;:-. 
ford, Warrington ( 60 Miles North) .Andy. Coiiins and Parasearch also came up vl]_-�.> .-: 
report from a 35 year old woman who is 'highly psychic' and who in December ?8 .· 

saw a large cigar with windows glide past her bedroom window (duration 8 secs} 
She lives in Wolverhampton 200 yards away from the above sighting location� 
NORTHERN UFO NEWS SEPI'EMB� 1979 :t<AC;E •. 



ALMOST A PERFECT CASE June 18' 1979 Crank,Msyside INST/P MIGAP/MUFORA 
� , .. . 

At one stage it loooked as if this was going to- tu.rn ·"ut to be a most signif'i.camt 
observation,due to .the possibility of an almo'st unique:_kind of �·v:i.dence·.l�la,..9 ;it 
did not turn out that way.At 22.00 on what was a fin�· evening with sca·ttered· clo:1d 
14 yr old ·"victoria Cla.rk observed a yellow/ gold ver:tical �t'rip. of · light o�er. sorri_e 
trees to the north-.Rushing home -she went wi.th her mo.th'er .. to a, bedrcbr.ri� rth�-Gh: . _ . 

�. , . · 

off.ered open views. -to the _1?-or�h 

.

. �ri�
. 

�a�tc

.

· 

.

�e

. 

d.,·· th

·

e 

.
. : .

. 

:· - ��. rar_ge 
· //,-( , I( phenomenon slowly move north w�st 1n � curvJ.:ng .. path,, -

1.i·\ . · ·;_·· ,• 
�t 22.10· Mrs Clark tel-ephoned Bri� Fishwick:.:�.of· �IIGh.� 

t�J 
.' �/ � and spoke to him briefly .before ... �e:t'-ll'ning to .. the UFOe 

�� �;�� Brian looked. from his lc�ation (5. �-��e� .S.9�th) ��tit 
.
�·w . (1) . ':. (2) ...,.��, - ·no:thing.He then called Liverpo,__oqr ATO .wf).o advi;3ed ·they ... 

had nothing but a jet passing eastwards at 25,000 feet�Its t�ail illuminated by � 

the setting sun had caused some reports f:rom Runcorn,but }they· had. also had orie ··. 
call from St Helens which was not the trail (as mosf defi�i t�ly , �as not t.he 

· 

th�ng .. 
the Clarke's were viewing) .Meanwhile through the open windo:w .1?9th. V�c·to�ia and 
Mrs Clark photographed the phenomenon (Victoria using ari inS.taina't1c_,)'1rs CJ,.ark 
using an SLR camera).They watched the phenomenon until 22.17,with it changing ·eo 
a 'J' shape in the latter stages. The film was obtained and--pr-ooessed--undeJ?--···--- . . · --- -· 

supervision by Kodak.Both pictures clearly show the trees ,:skyline -and. ·cloud. but · ; 
.!1Q. UFO is visible in either- despite. the apparant. clarity and size of. :the ooJ.�c--�-�-
the witnesses viewed.Was it simply that the image was ;too fai.nt. 'to record,or was. 

. n . .. -
there another reason 1 The vmllage has plA.yed host to . several U�O encounters in '. �-' 
reeent years. Cause of the phenomenon UNKNOWN ••••• Case 7959 ( 6 M,P, S) Level A .. 

""
: 

--------------------------�--... --._._----------------------.- --------------------·--�--

!1Q1TI -WITNESS PHEN0�1ENA AT LEICEsrER Sept 12 1978 . NED/ CE1 UAPROL 
These events occurred .in 5 phases and are thus remeniscent of the East Lothian. · . .  

sightings of Hay 1977 (FSR Vol 24 No· 3).A total of 17 witnesses are recorded in . 
the �eport compiled b¥ William Hayes.The obj�ct/s seen ap�ear very similar in all 
phases�Phase 1 (20.10) Twilight sky" clear w:i:th patchy clcud.Four teenage ·boys·. · · 

saw a red light from Croft meander about ·the sky in random Qfashion for 10 mirruj:;es o 

One boy decided to photograph.it,but the object (despite being, visible to the 
naked eye) was not visible through the camera lens.He took the picture anyway, . ·  -, · 
but it showed just empty sky .Meantime a married couple saw a· similar thing ( with · 

a dark body at the front) crossing t�e Leicester skyoPhase 2 (20 .. 30)·A large 
group of witnesses saw and tried to follow and orange 
rugby ball which manotievered about the sky.A couple 
some distance away also saw it,as ·an aircraft crossed 
its path and it floated downwards.Phase 3 began at 21. � v ·- · -· · -- -

30 and involved a red object with red flashing light.It was seen for some m�n
utes and the couple involved in p�ase 2 saw it also reporting it ·as�identical · � 
to the first object they had seen.By Phase 4 (22.35 � there was more cloud ·cover,·.·� 
Paul Clayton,a UAPROL investigator,spotted a. red object with err�tiGally flas�·-·.· · 

ing lights,move about in stop start fashion and then drop to earth Iike_a stonec 
He called Uh.PROL and set off to investigate.Reaching tbe gravel pits where he 
thought it had landed at 22.50. Here it suddenly appeared right in. front of him _ _  · 
almost on the ground.It was a reddish o;range oval about 2C feet wide aritfi i6. f'2et 
high.He felt 'in a daze and as though I were floating on air'.After 10 seconds· ·; 
it si1·1ply vanished.Meantime UAPROL had dispatched another in�restig�tor,Tmmothy -:·:· 

Car-.rer, who with the two witnesses to the phases 2 and· 3 set cff for the area ·of 
the close encounter.Here Phase .5 occurred.At 29.30- they saw a red_light fall 
from the sky slowly in a 'falling leaf' motion,hover and. then :nove away fa�t� 
No identificstion for these phencmena was forthcoming .Investiga�ed byg -H o!.j c: 

Shepherd;P.J .Claytonj,A.Garnett -& T .J .Carver ••• Case 78-236 ( 8 M �S)- Level A/B 
. . . 

. ' . 

---------------------------.---------------------------------------------·--------· .. �---

TOTAL REPORTS& 14 Insufficient· data 7 .Aircraft 1 Lightn·ing 1 UFO 5 (�6)�) 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------� ·�·-� ' 

SKYWATCH: UFO INTERNATIONAL are holding a skywatch· on· the night cf Sept 22· i}o · ... .  
Any NUFON groups wpo would like to particip� te are

· asked to contact. Terry Ha:per (63 Na.lvern·Dr.,N.C.onimon,Warmley, Bristol AVEJN) with detailsc 
---------------------------------------------------------�----------------�----
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